Abstract-This paper illustrates the problem in the Active-Active Data Centers of an organization, where response traffic from the destination server is dropped by the firewall because the initial traffic from the client departs from another firewall in different Data Center (asymmetric traffic). This problem can be solved by two proposed solutions, namely the implementation of the BGP Community attributes and OSPF over GRE tunnel. The case study also compares both proposed solutions in terms of recovery time, packet loss, ICMP response time and TCP three-way handshake time for HTTP connection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Routing is the process of finding the best path from the source system to the destination system on a network [1] . Asymmetric routing is a problem that often occurs in organizations that have two data centers to connect to the internet or to other networks through different firewalls. In asymmetric routing, the first TCP packet departs from the source with a syn flag (Synchronize) [2] to destination using one path and uses a different path when the response, TCP packet from the destination server (with the syn-ack flag) is sent back to the source [3] . The response packets from the server (for example, TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) syn-ack packet)) will be dropped by the firewall on the return path. This is because this firewall does not have a connection or session table for the related response packets. The connection or session table for clients that transmits initial packets (for example, TCP syn packet), resides on the firewall that is on the packet depart path.
Some solutions have been offered in terms of firewall configuration, for example, is to disable the tcp-check feature [4] . However, this will increase the security risk on the network. This paper offers a solution from the side of the routing protocol without reducing the level of network security (without disabling security features on the firewall). An organization in Indonesia ("Organization A") have a Primary and Secondary Data Center that connected their Indonesian Head Office to their overseas Regional Data Center. Their overall IGP (Interior Gateway Protocol) Diagram can be seen in fig. 1 . "Organization A" uses OSPF as its IGP routing protocol where OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) is currently the most commonly used IGP protocols [5] . OSPF uses link-state or technology based on the SPF (Shortest Path First) to build and calculate the shortest route/path to all known destinations [6] .
For EGP (Exterior Gateway Protocol), they use BGP (Border Gateway Protocol). BGP has many attributes or parameters that can be used to determine the best route to a network. An Administrator can select policies that match his/her organization's needs using BGP. With these advantages BGP was designed in the early 1990s [7] is de-facto used as an inter-domain routing protocol on the internet [8] . "Organization A" BGP network topology can be seen in fig. 2 .
To load balance the links to the Primary Data Center (DC-A) and the Secondary Data Center (DC-B), traffic from the Head Office were divided as below:
-Intranet and all web application traffic to Regional DC, will enter DC-B first, then it will be forwarded to DC-A and will go to Regional DC through DC-A firewall. -Email and other traffic to Regional DC will go to DC-A first, then it will be forwarded to DC-A via DC-A Firewall. In "Organization A" head office network, on WAN (Wide Area Network) router that's connected to the DC-A, network prefix for Intranet and web application servers are set to have a local-preference value of 150. And other network prefixes that include the email server will have local-preference value 200. On Head Office WAN router that's connected to DC-B, the intranet and web application server network prefix are set to have a localpreference value of 200, and other network prefix set to 100. The local-preference configuration of the WAN routers in the network head office can be seen in table 1. Based on BGP local-preference attribute on table 1, the traffic flow is shown in fig. 3 .
The "Organization A" routing policy also states that traffic from the Head Office must flow through their dedicated Data Center routers (IE DCB-WANR-04, DCB-WANR-05, DCA-WANR-04 and DCA-WANR-05) to distribute their WAN routers workload in DC-A and DC-B. To achieve this policy, these routers are reconfigured the Administrative Distance (AD) values of their BGP routing protocols. AD is a feature that routers use to select the best path when there are two or more different routes to the same destination of two different routing protocols. AD defines the reliability of routing protocols. Each routing protocol has different priority values [11] .
DCB-WANR-04, DCB-WANR-05, DCA-WANR-04 and DCA-WANR-05 are configured with AD 105 for internal BGP, so BGP routes will be preferred over OSPF that has default AD, which is 110 [12] holdtime is the time value set by the router to determine whether the bgp peer is live or not If within a specified holdtime the router does not receive a keepalive message from its peer, then it will declare that the BGP peer is dead [13] . Usually holdtime time is three times the keepalive time [14] . With this configuration, the BGP speaker router will send a keepalive message to the BGP peer in every 5 seconds. If within 10 seconds there is no BGP keepalive message received by the router, it will be declared that BGP peer is down, and all BGP routes received from the peer will be removed from the BGP table.
We simulate "Organization A" networks, including the Head Office network in Indonesia, their Primary and Secondary Data Centers (DC-A and DC-B) and Overseas Data Centers, with the same topology, the same router vendor and network operating systems, the same IGP and EGP routing protocols (OSPF and BGP), the same OSPF Areas and network type, and the same BGP routing policies (including the same BGP attributes, timers and Administrative Distance) as well as the same traffic flow for intranet, email and other applications.
To confirm the network traffic flow according to fig. 3 , below is the traceroute output from the client PC at Head Office (HO-PC-01) to the intranet web server: 
II. ASYMMETRIC ROUTING PROBLEM
The problem occurs when the inter-DC link (DCA-DC-B link between DCA-WANR-05 -DCB-WANR-05) down. Traffic to the intranet server from the Head Office network will remain through the Head Office -DC-B WAN link. Then, because of their routing policy, traffic Because of this, the connection to the intranet server can not be done. This can be seen from the ping results that run from the client PC to the intranet server before and after the inter-DC link is disconnected as follows: 
III. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
After analyzing their network architecture and routing policy, then to solve this case, we propose two solutions as follows:
-Using the BGP community -Using OSPF peering over GRE (Generic Routing Encapsulation) tunnel
A. Using the BGP Community
Community is an optional transitive attribute of the BGP. BGP routers can use this attribute to determine whether to accept or not and determine the priority level of the received BGP route [15] .
We propose to use BGP communities in the BGP networks to detect whether the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 is in normal condition (up) or not (down). We configured the DCA-WANR-05 router to add the BGP community attribute to all routes sent to the DC-B (DCB-WANR-05) router and will be advertised to DCB-WANR-04 and HO-WANR-02. Both WAN routers at Head Office (IE HO-WANR-01 and HO-WANR-02) will know about the conditions of inter-DC link based on the routes they receive from DC-B. If there is a community string on the route, then the inter-DC link is in normal condition. And if it does not exist, then they will state that the inter-DC link is down.
We use 64567: 1000 as a BGP community value on the DCA-WANR-05 router to route table that will be advertised to the DCB-WANR-05 router. In HO-WANR-02 router, we set the BGP rule that if the route with the intranet server network prefix is received from DCB-WANR-04 and has a BGP community with value 64567: 1000, we will set the route to have BGP local-preference with value 200. For other routes we will set the route to have a BGP localpreference BGP with value 100. This BGP route table will be installed in the router's routing table and advertised to the HO-WANR-01 router. The BGP rule on the HO-WANR-02 router at Head Office network can be seen in table 2. Verification of the BGP best route to the Intranet server on both of the WAN routers in the Head Office, can be seen in fig. 5 and 6. For route received from the DCB-WANR-04 router, which informs that for network intranet server prefix (10.15.3.100/32) that have community BGP 64567: 1000, it will go to Regional DC via router HO-WANR-02 (10.23.1.4) then forwarded to DCB-WANR-04 (10.23.255.5). With the combination of local-preference and the BGP community attributes, if the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 is down, HO-WANR-02 will not receive the intranet server prefix from the DC-B router that has the BGP community with a value of 64567: 1000. Please note that we have created a BGP rule in the HO-WANR-02 router, that the route to be given the highest local-preference (200), is the route for the intranet server network prefix (10.15.3.100/32) and has the BGP community attribute 64567: 1000 (using AND operation). Because of this, the router will delete the previous route, and will install the intranet server prefix originating from the DC-A via the HO-WANR-01 router. Then, all HO WAN routers will direct traffic to the intranet server to the DC-A via HO-WANR-01 (10.23.1.3) and then through DCA-WANR-04 (10.23.255.1).
Once the BGP community solution configuration has been implemented in the simulator, we simulate by disconnecting the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05. The BGP route table for the intranet server prefix (10.15.3.100) on the HO-WANR-01 and HO-WANR-02 routers after the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 is disconnected, can be seen in fig. 7 and 8. The network flow to the intranet server after inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 is disconnected and the BGP community configuration is implemented can be seen in fig. 9 .
Output of the ping command on HO-PC-01 to the intranet web server which confirms that traffic has recovered after inter-DC connection between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 disconnected is shown below: There are 3 icmp (Internet Control Message Protocol) echo-request packets that get no reply during the route transition when the inter-DC link is disconnected. The traceroute output below from the Head Office PC to the intranet server confirms that network traffic to the intranet server is now via DC-A: Based on the BGP route table, ping, http (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) access and traceroute commands from our network simulations, we can state that BGP community solutions can solve asymmetric routing problems on "Organization A" networks.
B. Using OSPF over GRE Tunnel Solution
We propose an alternative solution, based on the OSPF routing protocol that used as IGP in DC-A and DC-B. The idea is to utilize the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-03 and DCB-WANR-03 in accordance with company policy allocated for use only by the branch network. Because in DCA-WANR-04, DCA-WANR-05, DCB-WANR-04 and DCB-WANR-05, BGP internal routing protocol (with AD 105) is preferred over OSPF (AD 110), we introduce the route to regional DC in OSPF that will be promoted and installed in the DCB-WANR-05 routing table when the BGP peering session between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 is disconnected. OSPF peering will be established on top of the new GRE Tunnel. The GRE is a protocol used to encapsulate a packet over other protocols that run over the network layer [16] . GRE runs over a virtual point-to-point connection. The GRE packet structure can be seen in fig.  10 [17]: We propose to use the new loopback IP address as the source and destination address. This IP address will not be advertised to IGP to prevent routing loops. The new loopback IP address will be routed through static routes or other routing protocols that have a lower AD than OSPF. This OSPF peering will always be available both when the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 is normal or disconnected (down).
OSPF peering diagram running on the GRE Tunnel we propose can be seen in fig. 11 and 12. After we define the configuration of OSPF peering over GRE Tunnel that needs to be applied to the network, then we implement it in the simulator. OSPF peering session information between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 over GRE Tunnel is shown in fig. 13 and 14 . Once the OSPF peering over GRE Tunnel configuration has been implemented in the simulator, we simulate by disconnecting the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05. The network traffic flow that going to intranet server after the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 disconnected can be seen in fig. 15 .
Output of ping and telnet to TCP port 80 on HO-PC-01 to the intranet web server which ensures that the network traffic is successfully recovered after the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 is disconnected, can be seen below: The output of the traceroute of the PC in the Head Office below ensures that now the network traffic flowing to the intranet server will enter DC-B first and then redirected to the DC-A via a new GRE tunnel between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05: 
IV. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
We use the following parameters to evaluate both the solutions we offer: Recovery time is how fast the flowing traffic can be recovered after the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 to DCB-WANR-05 is disconnected. In every test, we record icmp echo packet time from client PC that does not get the reply from the intranet server (IEx). (IEx) is sent by the PC client to the intranet server before the inter-DC link between DCA-WANR-05 and DCB-WANR-05 is disconnected. We also record icmp echo packet time sent by the client PC to the intranet server after the traffic can be restored either by the BGP Community or OSPF over the GRE Tunnel solution (IEy). The recovery time (RT) can be calculated by using the following formula.
ICMP echo is an ICMP packet with type 8 [18] . We tested both solutions 30 times. The result of all tests in terms of recovery time is shown in table 3. Comparison of recovery time of each test for both solutions can be seen in fig. 16 .
We can see that based on table 3 and fig. 16 , when we use the BGP community solution, the average recovery time is 184.3 ms faster than OSPF over GRE tunnel.
According to the author's analysis, recovery time in BGP Community solutions is faster, because the router that decides to turn traffic to PDC after getting information about inter-DC interruption is the HO-WANR-01 router that has two BGP routes to go to the intranet server (10.15.3.100/32), which is through SDC via HO-WANR-02 router and through PDC via PDC-WANR-04 router. The best route is through SDC. When the inter-DC link is disconnected, the HO-WANR-01 router will receive this information and will delete the route to the intranet server via SDC. Then route to the intranet server via PDC will be the best BGP route and promoted to the routing More processes are being performed on OSPF over the GRE Tunnel solution to find the best route after PDC-SDC inter-DC link interrupted. This makes recovery time on OSPF over GRE Tunnel solution longer than BGP Community solution.
The author's analysis is based on the process log of old route deletion and new route installation, either for OSPF over GRE Tunnel solution or BGP Community solution. The following is a log of the process of deleting and adding routes to the intranet server of the SDC-WANR-05 router when the PDC-SDC inter-DC link is disconnected (using OSPF over GRE Tunnel solution): echo-reply packet time as the response packet for the ICMP echo packet sent by the client PC in the Head Office to the intranet server at Regional DC after the traffic is restored. In every test, we sent the icmp echo packet 100 times from the PC client to the intranet server after the traffic returned to normal while the inter-DC link remained disconnected. ICMP echo reply is an ICMP packet with type 0. The average ping delay from the client PC to the intranet server when we use both solutions after the inter-DC link is disconnected can be seen in table 5. The comparison of the average pings delay of each test for both proposed solutions is shown in fig. 18 . Based on table 5 and fig. 18 , we can see that when we use the BGP community solution, the average ping delay is 84ms (26.4%) faster than the OSPF over GRE tunnel solution
In BGP Community solution, the ICMP-echo-request reply time is faster because the number of hops traversed by PC HO-PC-01 to the Intranet server in the Regional Data Center is less than when using OSPF over GRE Tunnel solution, IE 10 hops versus 14 hops.
D. TCP Three-Way Handshake Time for HTTP
In every test, we record the time when the client PC initiates a connection by sending a TCP syn packet [19] to the intranet server with destination port 80 (TCPs) and the time when the client PC transmit TCP ack packet to the intranet server (TCPa), in response to the TCP synack packet sent by the intranet server. The HTTP TCP three-way handshake time (TCPt) can be calculated by using the following formula.
The time required to complete a TCP three-way handshake for HTTP connection between the client PC and intranet server when we use both solutions after inter-DC link is disconnected, can be seen in table 6. The comparison graph of the length of time it takes to complete a TCP three-way handshake for HTTP connection on both of our proposed solutions is shown in fig. 19 . Based on table 6 and fig. 19 , we can see that when we use the BGP community solution, the average TCP threeway handshake time for HTTP connection is 111.6ms (32.4%) faster than the OSPF over GRE tunnel solution. This is because of the number of hops traversed by PC HO-PC-01 to the Intranet server when using the BGP Community solution less than when using the OSPF over GRE Tunnel solution, which is 10 hops to 14 hops. In the active-active data center that uses firewalls on each Data Center, asymmetric routing is very dangerous, because it will make the dissolution of communication between clients in the Data Center with the server on the other network. This happens because the initial traffic goes through a firewall located in one Data Center and its response traffic back through the firewall located in the other Data Center, so the response traffic will be dropped by the firewall. "Organization A" encountered this asymmetric routing problem.
We have simulated "Organization A"'s active-active Data Center network using the same IGP and EGP routing protocols, the same router operating system, the same routing policy and the same traffic flow. We also reproduce the same problem, ie dropped intranet web traffic when the inter-DC link is disconnected. Based on Analysis of "Organization A"'s network architecture and routing policy, we design, implement, verify and test the two solutions we offer using a simulator. Based on the 30 tests we conducted (that based on the 4 parameters we tested, IE recovery time, packet loss (the number of icmp echo-request packets that did not get replies), ping delay, and the time that required to complete the TCP three-way handshake for HTTP connection), we concluded that the BGP community solution is better than the OSPF over GRE Tunnel solution to be applied to "Organization A" networks, as well as other organizations that have similar network topology and routing policies.
